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Creating a PBIS Behavior Teaching Matrix
Adjusted from Center on PBIS March 2000
For Remote Instruction
The first step in setting up any classroom is to define expected behaviors, which can be done most effectively through a
behavior teaching matrix.
 It is important to define, teach, and practice the behavior we want to see, especially virtually.
 It is important to stress that online interactions are just like real-life interactions, with the same positive and
negative social consequences for behavior.
Steps for Developing a Remote Instruction Teaching Matrix
1. Keep the same school-wide behavior expectations.
Students will benefit from the consistent language of the school’s PBIS expectations or values across physical and
online settings. Applying them online will help them see that the same systems apply regardless of location (even at
home in front of a screen).
2. Use online activities as your settings.
Instead of defining expectations by locations around the school, use the most common virtual activities or routines.
See the example matrices on the following pages, and consider the following:
 Possible activities. Common activities for the matrix could include Online (all activities), Teacher-Led
Instruction, Independent Work, One-On-One Work, and Small Group Activities.
 App or subject-specific activities. If your expectations for behavior vary based on the educational software
application or the way content areas are covered, consider using these to organize the matrix.
 Modified physical routines. For entering the online classroom, just as you teach students to put away their
jackets and book bags, what is the routine you’d like them to follow? Consider offering a few minutes of
planned unstructured time using the chat feature to settle them. Try greeting your students positively when
they log in, just as you would when they walk through the classroom door. Greet them by name, share a
positive comment, and direct them to the first activity. The entry activity could be shared on the screen as
they log in.
3. Consider online-specific behaviors that need to be taught. There are behaviors unique to remote instruction
that are especially important to teach and practice. Here are some areas to consider when creating the matrix:
 Use of video. Consider whether to require students to have video on at all times or only for specific
activities.
 Use of audio. Do you want students to respond by voice or stay muted? If you want students to mute
and unmute themselves, make sure to teach and practice it.
 Use of chat. Set expectations for the use of chat during each type of activity. Can they use private chat
with each other?
 Teach technology explicitly as a lesson. Create an initial lesson solely on how to use the technology in
the way you want, before you start into academic content. Note: your videoconferencing software may
have settings that can help make it easier for students to do it the right way (e.g., muting student audio
on entry, prompting video, restricting chat, limiting participants or screen sharing to avoid disruptions)
4. Teach directly. Avoid the temptation to simply post or share the matrix and assume it is understood. Explicit
teaching and practice will be needed to use new skills with fluency. In teaching, consider how you will make
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instruction as active as possible. For example, have students co-create examples of following the expectations
across activities (the behaviors in the boxes).

Additional Tips for Remote Instruction: Additional recommendations to maximize remote learning:
• Focus on evidence-based teaching practices. Adapt your effective classroom practices to keep using them online. For
example:
• Provide visual pre-corrections right on the screen.
• Create and communicate routines for each learning activity and the overall period of online instruction.
• Use polling software or other tools to increase opportunities to respond.
• Provide behavior specific praise both verbally and in the chat feature (see if your software will let you add
stickers or emojis to your praise).
• Respond to unwanted behavior effectively. Putting students on hold or sending them out of the room may be
an option with your software. However, if you exclude a student, just as in real life, they may not return when
you want them back.
Consider the following alternatives to exclusionary discipline:
• Correct behavior privately via a private chat message to the student.
• Use the “praise around” strategy to acknowledge publicly those who are on track. Then, be ready to praise the
student once they show expected behavior.
• Attend to equity in access. Some students may not have access to devices or high-speed internet connections. Some
students may need accommodations or other supports to effectively participate in an online environment (e.g., students
with accommodations for reading may struggle with the chat box). Similarly, some students may be less likely to be able
to join from a distraction-free space (or be embarrassed by their video background). Consider district resources that
might help increase access for some students.
• Differentiate support. As you would in your typical classroom, have a plan to differentiate academic and behavior
support for students with diverse needs, abilities, and technology experience in a way that respects their privacy.
• Communicate with families. Although distance education allows for more sharing of data measuring their child’s
progress, it may be harder to notice changes in engagement, motivation, and emotions without face-to-face
interactions. Caregivers can help provide information about each student’s quality of life that may not be visible in
online interactions. It is also important to develop ways to provide feedback and acknowledge student progress outside
of the software applications and student information system, so families are informed and supported.
• Model kindness. Students may need an extra dose of kindness. It is important to recognize that students’ lives may be
considerably disrupted, in addition to the confusion of having to follow school expectations at home. Holding consistent
and high expectations is important, but it is key to keep the following in mind:




Predict and expect some unwanted behavior (e.g., making funny faces on video) as students adjust to remote
learning.
Remember that some students are exposed to higher risks and maladaptive coping skills at home than others.
Be kind to self. You are learning new skills as well! Consider yourself a new teacher - after all you might be a new
online teacher.
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Example Remote Learning Matrix - Elementary

